DON’T MISS THIS BOOK TALK!
WHEN

APRIL 30 | 6-7:30 pm
(Rescheduled from February 12)

WHERE
DR. MLK SCHOOL
102 Putnam Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139

Books will be available
for purchase!

ABOUT THE BOOKS & AUTHORS
CUZ by Danielle Allen

In a shattering work that shifts between a woman’s private anguish over the loss of her beloved
baby cousin and a scholar’s fierce critique of the American prison system, Danielle Allen seeks
answers to what, for many years, felt unanswerable. Why? Why did her cousin, a precocious
young man who dreamed of being a firefighter and a writer, end up dead? Why did he languish
in prison? And why, at the age of fifteen, was he in an alley in South Central Los Angeles,
holding a gun while trying to steal someone’s car? Danielle Allen, a James Bryant Conant
University Professor at Harvard University and Director of Harvard’s Edmond J. Safra Center for
Ethics, is a political theorist who has published broadly in democratic theory, political sociology,
and the history of political thought.

Everything Here is Beautiful by Mira T. Lee

Two sisters-Miranda, the older, responsible one, always her younger sister’s protector; Lucia,
the headstrong, unpredictable one, whose impulses are huge and, often, life changing. When
their mother dies and Lucia starts hearing voices, it is Miranda who must find a way to reach her
sister. Mira T. Lee’s debut novel, Everything Here Is Beautiful, was selected as a Best Fiction title
of 2018 by the American Booksellers Association, Amazon, and O, The Oprah Magazine, among
others, and longlisted for the 2018 Goodreads Choice Awards for both Best Debut Author and
Best Fiction.

Danielle and Mira are also current King parents!

RSVP
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
# Attending: __________________

Questions:

Email Marguerite Hicks-Gyewu
at mhicks-gyewu@cpsd.us

Please return this slip to
Family Liaison
Marguerite Hicks-Gyewu
by April 23.
Thank you!

